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SCOPE
The conference provides a forum for engineers and scientists in academia, industry and government to present their latest research findings in major and emerging areas of distributed computing. Topics of particular interest include, but are not limited to:

- Big Data Systems and Distributed Data Management
- Cloud Computing and Data Centers
- Distributed Big Data Systems & Analytics
- Distributed Operating Systems & Middleware
- Cloud Computing and Data Centers
- Distributed Algorithms and Theory
- Distributed Fault Tolerance and Dependability
- Mobile and Wireless Computing
- Edge and Fog computing
- Security, Privacy, Trust in Distributed Systems
- Distributed Green Computing and Energy Management
- Mobile and Wireless Computing
- Edge and Fog Computing
- Internet of Things, Smart Cities, and Cyber-Physical Systems
- Distributed Fault Tolerance and Dependability
- Social Networks and Crowdsourcing
- Distributed Systems

The technical program consists of research tracks in 11 focused areas and 3 special tracks: Industry and Experimentation, Application and Experiences, and Vision papers.

WORKSHOPS
Workshops will be held in conjunction with the conference. Workshop proposals should be submitted to Workshop Chairs or to icdcs2017-chairs@cc.gatech.edu. Please refer to the conference web site for instruction and deadlines on workshop proposals.

PAPER SUBMISSIONS
Form of Manuscript: All submissions should follow the IEEE 8.5” x 11” two-column format. Each submission can have up to 10 pages with 10pt font or larger. If the paper is accepted for publication, up to 2 extra pages may be purchased for the camera-ready version. Submissions should NOT be blinded for review.


IMPORTANT DATES (research tracks)
- Abstract registration: December 5, 2016 (firm deadline)
- Paper submission: December 12, 2016 (firm deadline)
- Author notification: March 6, 2017
- Camera-ready paper: April 3, 2017

IMPORTANT DATES (special tracks)
- Abstract registration: January 9, 2017 (optional)
- Paper submission: January 16, 2017 (firm deadline)
- Author notification: March 13, 2017
- Camera-ready paper: April 3, 2017

For information on submission to panels, tutorials, demo, short papers/posters, visit ICDCS 2017 website http://icdcs2017.gatech.edu/. Other inquiry send to icdcs2017@cc.gatech.edu